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My What Ticklish Feet You Have
Poor Tom: the young college boy with a secret male foot fetish. One he writes about to himself and himself alone,
detailing his numerous fantasies and frat-boy crushes ... until one of them steals it, soon leaving it so that in order to
prevent his naughty thoughts from being leaked campus-wide, young Tom must sign a deviously-devised contract, one
which will ensure that he will remain loyal and serving the needs (and feet) of his too-horny frat-captors on a constant,
merciless basis ... From James T. Medak, author of HOW TO BE A TICKLE SLAVE and GETTING OFF ON THE WRONG
FOOT, comes his first ever full-length novel, a single unyielding story of lust, humiliation, friendship, and, of course, feet.
It's a fetish journey unlike any other, and one that will not be soon forgotten ...
Let me introduce you the adorable Nina N. She came to me for a massage therapy to show you how to massage and
tickle your girlfriend. Make her an exciting foreplay that she can’t resist. You can eighter practise the massage motions
or just lay down on the bed and enjoy Nina’s fascinating body. And of course you can relax and feel the touches as well
if you want. In this book you’ll find more than 25 pictures from the video that we set with Nina via an action cam on my
head so you can follow the action step by step from the view of the therapist.
Are you ready for what happens next at Mugwort Manor? Here are the next three books in the series. Book 4 Witches'
Magic Lighthouse Bay is about to give up some secrets . . . but is trouble all that Pepper will discover? Book 5 Witches'
Spells Pepper discovers the secret to her parents’ disappearance. But it is Pepper's cat who is the biggest surprise of all
. . . Book 6 Witches' Charms Welcome home to Mugwort Manor, where things aren't always as they seem . . .
A sorcerous jewel. A mysterious uncle. Can a barista keep her magical heirloom safe from murderous crooks? Kit
Melbourne longs to quit her brother’s coffee shop to pursue her artistic dreams. And despite the temptation to sell the
sought-after enchanted bindi she inherited from her uncle, she promises her family to protect it at all costs. But when her
brother’s tea-leaf reading predicts her imminent death, she’s terrified to discover those who want it will kill to make it
theirs. Forced to dig into her late relative’s murky past, Kit is doubly shocked when she learns the artifact’s mighty
power cannot be transferred unless its caretaker is dead. But despite her command of karate and fierce vampiric allies,
her attackers show no sign of giving up their relentless lethal pursuit. Has Kit’s vow not to sell sealed her doom?
Witch’s Jewel is the first book in the engrossing Kit Melbourne urban fantasy series. If you like strong female leads, highstakes action, and nail-biting plots, you’ll love Kater Cheek’s enthralling tale. Buy Witch’s Jewel to dive into an epic
world of Pagan magic today!
The Big Book of Misunderstanding
Getting Off on the Wrong Foot
Massage and Tickling Techniques
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O for a Thousand Nights to Sleep
Cozy Mysteries
The continuing story of Mateo Luna, or Luna Matias, as he’d learned his real name is, picks up with him confused and hurt
that he’d been kidnapped by his beloved mother. Her passing without explanation leaves him with many unanswered
questions. Why would the dear woman he’d loved and cared for all those years have taken him? Meeting his new family
may hold some of the answers. His father, a slave to his work at the winery the family owned. His mother, obsessed with
attention, tells a tale of people who might have had little time for the toddler he was when he was taken from them.
Missing Trevor, though trying to move on, Mateo starts a casual affair with the handyman, but could that be a mistake?
Things start to happen, accidents in the bungalow on the estate where he’d chosen to live. Then, he gets gravely ill, and
like his sister before him, could die. Life with money and power was no better than when he was poor and struggling, but
Mateo finds he knows nothing about the people he was born to, or those he’d clung to in his life…
An innovative guide to anatomy that uses techniques from yoga and dance to increase awareness of the body.
Meg's life is an unending round of poverty and backbreaking labor in Mr. Smith's sweatshop. Then she meets Lily, a
mysterious young woman who recruits her for a position at the remote country estate of Mr. Harrow, an eccentric
inventor who requires his girls to make themselves available for regular tickling sessions. But there are
compensations...including Harrow's ticklish wife Clarissa, and a host of maids who also need the discipline of laughter.
Meg soon realizes that under her submissive exterior beats the heart of a true tickler...but will her ambition to become
Harrow House's top girl go before a ticklish fall?In the tradition of the Victorian classic A MAN WITH A MAID, Severin's
novel is a feast for lovers of tickling, a veritable orgy of bare feet, feathers and intense laughter!
Journey alongside a porcupine on its adventure through the woods to find its parents. Along the way, he meets new
friends and interacts with them in a friendly way.
Itchy The Porcupine
Witches and Wine Box Set Books 4-6
Cozy Mystery
A Guide to Experiential Anatomy
The Knock at the Door
A Facebook message to a common friend reconnects Beth and Ben, who, as teenagers, shared their first
kiss in the fall of 1955. Now, over half a century later, the meet and find the desire they felt all
those years ago reawakened. The lovers find their bodies unable to match te fire burning in their
hearts. Can a lowly daisy be the instrument to bring back the memories in all the glorious detail? Or
will it destroy a new and budding relationship?
Are you missing out on one of the most transforming means to a deeper and more vibrant faith? In Soul
Friends, Dr. Leslie Parrott explores the intimate stages of a woman's spiritual journey while showing
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you how soul friendships can deepen and enlarge your faith. God brings us soul-friends to help in our
spiritual journey, sometimes in predictable places: small groups, friendships, and mentors. But they’re
sometimes found in places we don’t expect—these “hidden guides” are people, past or present, whose role
in our life may even be hidden from them, but nevertheless, have a deep impact on our growth and
vitality. Whether it’s a hidden guide, a member of a small group, or a friend we’ve had for years, these
soul-friends all hold the potential to embody grace that enables us to take a next step in the unfolding
journey of our faith. Leslie reveals how every woman traverses four stages of spiritual growth—quest,
calling, crisis, and communion – again and again. And whatever stage you find yourself traveling right
now, you need soul friends to help you move forward When we seize the initiative to connect, together we
will form a part of the deep communion that is the sisterhood of the traveling saints, journeying
together in our desire to know God, serve him, and love him more deeply. Through story, poem, and
reflection, Leslie Parrott reminds each of us of the incredibly intimate, intricate, faith-forming work
God does in us through the gift of the women he places in our lives.
An anthology of gay tickle fetish stories.
Helen has recently begun to teach at a school outside of Durban when a new colleague , Mandy, joins the
staff. Helen observes that Mandy must have really ticklish feet, so she follows her and discovers a
guilty secret with which she can blackmail her into allowing herself to be tickled. This first incident,
however, is the start of a long investigation into the machinations and criminal involvement of Andrei
and Helen sets out to follow a trail that uncovers him as a pimp, gunrunner, sex trafficker and
statutory rapist. Always on the lookout for women that she can coerce into allowing her to tickle their
feet, Helen uses her charm and obvious concern for their situation so tactfully that they hardly notice
the pressure. We follow Helen through her various tickling escapades with several women that range from
mutual enjoyment through tickle torture to erotic tickling encounters in the bedroom. Most of the
tickling is girl on girl, with two female on male encounters.
A Romance of Erotic and Torturous Foot Tickling
Cuffed To A Savage
Soul Friends
Dead of Night
An Inextricable Tale
This author released several different covers of "An Inextricable Tale."The original and very rare covers feature a design
pattern meant to be as a curtain opening on a playstage.Later editions were sold in various colours, with bold black
print.The story is about the main character Saul Shields who is his own worst enemy.Ask yourself this question:"Are some
people better off not having been born in the first place?"Read "An Inextricable Tale"before you answer.
How to Change the World (or at Least a Diaper) On Two Hours of Sleep. As the mom of a newborn, you’ll probably spend
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many wakeful moments wondering how your bundle of joy managed to set you onto the steepest learning curve of your life.
Just like other really steep curves (think roller coasters), mommyhood can throw you for a big loop. But if you can keep your
perspective–and your sense of humor–neither post-baby flab, nor interfering advisors, nor neon orange sweet-potato stains
will be able to dash your gauzy visions of Baby’s first year. Designed to fuel the new mommy’s body, mind, and spirit, this
indispensable month-by-month guidebook provides can’t-miss help from veteran moms. In the occasional lucid moments
your sleep-starved brain allows, you’ll have a few good laughs and get the eye-opening scoop on: • Your life as a walking
zombie • How to get more sleep (it can be done!) • Breast-feeding 101 (and no-guilt bottle-feeding) • Revving up your
stalled love life • Battling your post-partum bulge • and much more! Whether you are a first-time mom or a “mom again,” O
For a Thousand Nights to Sleep will cheer you on and help you enjoy this wondrous, wacky year of your life: Baby’s first!
Paranormal Romance Guild Reviewers Choice for Best Shifters Series. Jaguar shifter Sebastian Severino is an enigma. He
lives alone, works alone, and will die alone. But the night he’s attacked by a female werewolf, nothing will ever be the
same. And when his young niece is kidnapped, Sebastian, the deadliest assassin Nero has ever produced, will be forced to
choose a side... Isabelle Wood has never taken the easy path. As a bounty hunter and now a bitten werewolf without a
mate, she’s searching for answers to her father’s disappearance while helping to lead an Alphaless Pack. The night she gets
the opportunity to take out their enemy, with her blade at his throat, her wolf discovers her mate in the last person she can
be with. Each book in the Moon series is a standalone, full-length story that can be enjoyed out of order. Reading Order:
Book #1 Moonlight Book #2 Hunter's Moon Book #3 Blood Moon Book #4 Harvest Moon Book #5 Ice Moon Book #6 Blue
Moon Book #7 Wolf Moon Book #8 New Moon
Welcome home to Mugwort Manor, where things aren't always as they seem . . . Pepper Jasper finally discovers what
happened with her parents. But with another murder at the Manor, and someone close to home spying on the Jaspers,
danger lurks around every corner. Can Pepper solve the murder and thwart a near-death experience? Or has her luck run
out?
How to Be a Tickle Slave
An Actual Life
Bodystories
The Rose Ruse
Over 300 Pounds of Football Laughter

These boys don't even know how much they're being lusted after. You know the type: the young fresh-out-of-college frat boys
walking around your town in jeans and flip-flops, so casual to the world but so unknowingly fantasized about by people like us.
Their toes are begging to be sucked on, their bare soles dying to be licked. Unfortunately, these boys don't even know how much
pleasure shoot through them through the simple act of foot worship, which means it's up to us to show them the way... Having
written HOW TO BE A TICKLE SLAVE - hailed as an "instant classic" by The Big Tickle Blog - James T. Medak returns for a whole
new set of wildly erotic stories about young men with ticklish bodies who are kidnapped, tied up, worshipped and tormented to the
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point where they can't take it anymore - in more ways than one. For those who think that ticklish young men must be tickled no
matter who they are or what they're doing, then consider MY, WHAT TICKLISH FEET YOU HAVE your ticket into a whole new
world of devious delights...
Bestselling author Lori Copeland shares another marvelous romantic Western full of God’s grace, the beauty of redemption, and
second chances. Famous bounty hunter Cade Kolby is forced off the trail to decide the fate of his late sister’s orphaned children.
He’s not just returning to his hometown and nieces and nephews, but also to the fiery redhead he loved and left 17 years ago. The
last person Zoe Bradshaw wants to see is Cade. She tries to be cool and polite, even as the attraction between them flares up
again. Only this time, Zoe is determined to not let Cade get close to her heart. But the townsfolk have other ideas. They want to
see the little orphans with a mother and a father, and they form a plan that includes the possibility of a kiss... Formerly titled The
Courtship of Cade Kolby, rewritten for the inspirational market.
How utterly humiliating it must be for you, being attracted to the bare feet of another man. So coarse, so muscular, so sweaty -and these are the things that turn you on? Is that what you fantasize about? Dragging your tongue slowly up a hipster boy's naked
soles? Putting a frat boy's plump raw toes in your mouth so you can suck all of the flavor right out of them? Being dominated by
the sandal-clad footflesh of a mere 20-something man in the comfort of his own apartment? Of course, we haven't even gotten to
the tickling yet. Or the edging. In fact, you haven't even begun to realize what deep trouble you're in -- or maybe you have, judging
by the tent that's forming in your pants right now ... Completing a trilogy that started with HOW TO BE A TICKLE SLAVE (hailed as
an "instant classic" by the Big Tickle Blog) and continued on with the acclaimed MY, WHAT TICKLISH FEET YOU HAVE, James
T. Medak brings you another devious collection of fetish erotica in the form of GETTING OFF ON THE WRONG FOOT, his most
devious, ambitious set of freaky fetish tales to date. Kidnappings, forced foot worship (on both ends), an absolutely merciless level
of tickle torture and the most diabolical edging you can imagine are all wrapped up in Medak's latest tempting tome, featuring two
brand new stories that have never been seen anywhere else, including "The Market," a story so epic in scope it takes up over half
the book. You'll note in the first few pages that a requirement to reading this book is that you do so without shoes or socks on,
because that in itself is its own form of submission -- and guess what, boy? You're about to submit to deepest, most secret
fantasies you've ever, ever had ...
Joshua Royalton navigates his difficult childhood, his high school years, and early adulthood, as he discovers he is gay,
contemplates suicide, and comes out to his parents.
How to Be a Footpig
New Moon
Theodora's Baby
The Sleuth Who Tickled Her Clients' Feet
Don't!! Stop!! That Tickles!!
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Have you ever been ... foothorny? You know the feeling: unable to stop staring at male bare feet: the arches, the toes, the soles,
imagining the smell, the taste, and the very thought of being that young guy's personal footpig -- it just all adds up into one big ol'
turnon for you, doesn't it boy? For years, James T. Medak has been releasing books of too-hot male tickle and foot fetish tales, ranging
from his early short-story collections like MY, WHAT TICKLISH FEET YOU HAVE (2010) to his acclaimed full-length erotic novel
HOW TO BE A FOOTPIG (2014). Now, he rounds up the best of the best for his first-ever anthology, THE BEST FOOT FORWARD,
featuring a hand-picked selection of his most devious tales, from personal faves to undeniable fan favorites. And if that wasn't enough,
he includes two brand new stories that haven't been seen anywhere else but here. So to all the sock sniffers, foot lickers, toe suckers,
and lovers of men's feet everywhere, this is the collection for you. Kick off your shoes and stay awhile, as this book will make sure you
ain't goin' anywhere for a long ol' time ...
Two women get married to each other but before the wedding someone gets hurt bad. They move into their first house and find that
there's something evil in the woods that has to do with them being married. Not that long after they move in one of the women gets bit
and turns into a scary fictional thing. They try and protect each other so that they can have a family that's safe and try to make it as
normal as they can.
You will find this book to be an engaging and fascinating guide to improving your tickling talent, whether you are ticklish or A tickle
Dom. You will gain new tickling techniques, resources and discover the dynamic of trust-based power exchange through ticklish
vulnerability. ERIK11 is a master of this craft, and now shares with you his inside tips and tricks for man on man tickling. The book
includes illustrations and tickle fetish fiction excerpts as tools for learning. You will find everything covered to dive into tickling, from
picking your safeword to the best bondage methods and equipment. You will also gain insight into ticklish tools that send your sub
soaring, and these methods and techniques will up your game, whether you are just starting, or have done tickling for years. Buy this
for yourself and become the tickling virtuoso, or get it as the perfect gift for your Dom!LEARN: * How to Start Tickling and ways to
jumpstart your next tickling party* Tools of the Trade and creating the energy wave for your sub* Ways to establish trust between
tickler and ticklee
Her name was Audrey. Tough as nails, gorgeous, but she didn't get to the highest level in my South Beach sex club by being eager to
please. She's also a troublemaker, a hot-as-hell, world-class domme-in-the-making. She could be one of Command Performance's stars.
But not until she truly submits to me, first. Right now, she still wants to make me angry, make me care, but I shut down that painful
part of me a long time ago. She won't give up, and I won't give in. I own her beautiful body, but I need a way to slip inside her head,
find out what made her so defensive. Unlock her secrets. I need to rock her world, right down to her caged spirit, and set her free. I
need to do whatever it takes to turn her into that world-class domme. She's an asset to the club. That's the lie I tell myself. Jenna Elliot
has been writing since she was a baby gator at the University of Florida. What started as sweet romances soon turned into steamy new
adult novels. When she's not writing--or researching --Jenna enjoys spending time with her adopted Basset Hound and cat, Sherlock
and Watson, cooking new recipes from Pinterest, and binge watching Netflix. Her life goals include being a contestant on a game show,
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writing a book (check!), and conquering her resting bitch face.
The Daisy
A Mother's Survival of the Armenian Genocide
A Hockey Romance
My, What Ticklish Feet You Have
Confessions of a Ticklish Girl
This is my first book containing drawings/cartoons or maybe some can be called an art-toon. All drawings have a story or
memory attached with them of fiction or non-fiction Some are funny, strange, weird, eerie or food for thought. I let my brain
dribble down to my hand so it could move some ink around on the paper. Id like to believe that this book will inspire others in
creating their art and publishing the results of your efforts. There is so much talent out there. What is the gift you have to offer
unconditionally without comparing your creations to other artists? Find your style, niche, or desire and draw, doodle, paint,
mold, sculpt, design or whatever your medium of art is and produce it for the world to see. Art is wonderful, fun, appealing and
life. Art it is all good.
He started the battle. She continues the war. Neither have plans to surrender. Natalie focuses on her career and not the man
she s had a crush on since grade school. It doesn t help that Corey s a supermodel and is spotted with a different woman at
every location he travels. She shouldn t like him. But her heart whispers something different. And the war they ve been
fighting since high school is juvenile. But she can t stop. It s the one link they ve kept all these years. While Corey cherishes
one tie to his past above all others, it is also the most aggravating. The war between him and Natalie is frustrating, but it s the
only way he can engage Natalie. She had long since given him the cold shoulder. But he ll keep playing the game. Because
ever since he was a kid, he knew Natalie was his. He just wished she knew that, too. When the winery hires Natalie s crew for
harvest help, Natalie is forced to work with Corey. Years of frustration begin to boil. But will Natalie and Corey go down in
flames or finally cease the war that keeps them on separate sidelines? Read today and find out why people are falling in love
with the Door County Dolls.
I m not sure I m cut out for parenthood. It s not in my plan. All right, I haven t actually got a plan, but if I had one, this
wouldn t be in it. I don t even likebabies̶nasty, small, noisy, smelly things that take over your life. But this is a different
baby. This is not just a baby; this is our baby ... Newlywed Theodora discovers a slight oversight she and Kevin made on their
honeymoon. Now she s gained an important new subject for her famous diary̶but at such a cost! Tom opened the oven
door and got out the most enormous chocolate pudding and placed it on the table in front of me. Especially for you, dear
sister, saidAriadne. I swallowed hard a few times then took off for the bathroom. Ariadne looked at Tom and said, I told you
so.
What? Theodora sick (literally) of chocolate? How will she survive without her favorite food group? Answer: with typical
irrepressible humour that finds much to laugh at about marital bliss, faith, friendships, and the foibles of pregnancy. But will she
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be reunited with her lost love? Never fear̶Theodora and chocolate can t be separated forever.
A subject dear to children s hearts is in the spotlight as Leslie Patricelli s beloved baby character returns. Watch out! Here
comes Tickle Monster! Good thing this baby is NOT ticklish. Well, maybe just the feet . . . hee hee! And the tummy . . . pbbbb!
And, oh no ̶ not the armpits . . . har, har! Eee-hee! A spirited tickle fest winds up as a sweet family cuddle in a story sure to
tickle kids funny bones.
A Kiss for Cade
Witches' Craft
My Wife, My Life
The Year We Fell Down
Witch's Jewel
From the New York Times Bestselling author of Stepbrother Dearest, comes a new sexy STANDALONE novel. Nina Kennedy was
alive…but not living…until she met him. Planes, trains, heights…you name it, Nina was afraid of it and led a sheltered life ruled by
irrational fears and phobias. When she moves to Brooklyn for nursing school, that life is turned upside down, as she develops an
intense but unwanted attraction to her gorgeous roommate, who’s pierced, tattooed and just happens to be the smartest person
she’s ever met. Behind Jake Green’s rough exterior and devilish smile, lies a heart of gold. He makes it his mission to change
Nina’s outlook on life. When he agrees to tutor her, they forge a bet and the stakes are high as Jake forces Nina to face her
demons. He just wasn’t expecting to fall hard for her in the process. What Nina doesn’t realize, is that Jake has been living his
own private hell. Once he drops a bombshell, will their love survive it? A STANDALONE novel. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 14.0px Arial; color: #323333; -webkit-text-stroke: #323333} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 14.0px Arial;
color: #323333; -webkit-text-stroke: #323333; min-height: 16.0px} span.s1 {font-kerning: none}

Can she piece together the truth before Earth’s last city tears itself apart?

It’s easy for Sanaa to ignore the first signs of trouble. After all, she’s living her dream with a job and life she loves. But when
she’s reassigned as a data analyst for a mysterious, well-connected man, she starts to piece together the alarming reality. Corrupt
clans vie for control of the city, desperate for a ticket off the dying planet.
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As war looms between the clans, Sanaa’s new boss sends her to train with Jiro, an expert swordsman. Forbidden to share the
dangerous secrets she’s learned with her family, she confides in Jiro, bringing them closer with every word, strike, and parry.
Together, they realize that Sanaa’s boss is keeping secrets of his own.

When the truth comes to light, the war and Sanaa’s world could be changed forever. To save her family and forge a new peace
for her city, Sanaa has no choice but to risk her life for the human race.

Removed is the first installment in the Nogiku Series, a saga of post-apocalyptic sci-fi romance novels set in future Japan. If you
like tenacious heroines, sizzling chemistry, and unique post-apoc settings, then you’ll love S. J. Pajonas’ dystopian adventure.

Buy Removed to decode the hidden truth today!

Those that love The Nogiku Series also love: Science Fiction Romance, Science Fiction With Romantic Elements, Japan,
Japanese, Strong Female Protagonists, Post-apocalyptic Science Fiction, Futuristic Science Fiction, and Dystopian Novels and
Worlds.
Additional Keywords: Colonization, Interracial, Exploration, Japan, Dystopian, Science Fiction Series, Tales, Novel, Multicultural,
Extinction, Mystery, Futuristic
Schedule
Author James T. Medak weaves together one insanely hot tickle tale after another, his victims ranging from frat boys who get
punished for their athletic arrogance to closeted foot fetishists who get in way over their heads. Passions flare, climaxes are
reached and - oh yeah - there's a lot of tickling to boot! For some it's the ultimate torture, for others it's the ultimate turn-on.
Taela “Tae” Mathis grew up on a healthy diet of crime shows and bad behavior by those around her. Determined not to follow in
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her father’s and uncles’ footsteps, she set her sights on becoming a cop. As soon as she was old enough, she did what was
necessary to make that dream a reality. Straight out of the academy, she’s anxious to learn all she can and do her part to keep
the streets safe, but no sooner does her training begin before she locks eyes with the most wanted man in the city. Eric “Young”
Mayfield is sexy and dangerous, and now Tae finds him difficult to resist. Knowing she and he can never be, she tries to focus her
attention elsewhere, but she find herself caught up in a dangerous game. Find out what happens in Cuffed To A Savage!
keywords: urban books, urban books free, urban, urban fiction, urban street fiction, urban african american, free book, freebie, free
book, free ebook, freeside chick, side chick romance, african american romance, urban books, urban books free, urban, urban
fiction, urban street fiction, urban african american, free book, freebie, free book, free ebook, free, urban books black authors free,
african american books free
The James T. Medak Anthology
Feet First
The Dom's Guide to TIckling
Crave
Nina's butt

Two young teenagers share their first kiss in Midland, Michigan in the fall of 1955. As new unfamiliar
emotions are surfacing, Beth’s family is uprooted and suddenly moved; her whereabouts unknown to Ben. An
unsuspecting Facebook message from Beth to a common friend connects the two of them over half a century
later. Although the distance between them is great, they decide to meet in Indianapolis. Their meeting
awakens the desire they felt all those years before, again sharing a kiss that moved them both the way the
first did many years before. They arrange a second meeting on Mackinac Island, Michigan. The dilemma our
lovers face is finding their bodies unable to match the fire burning in their hearts. Have the years of
abstinence taken its toll on Ben? Can Beth turn back the clock and reclaim those lost years? Can a lowly
daisy be the instrument to bring back the memories in all the glorious detail? Or will it destroy a new and
budding relationship?
Although Savannah has been warned by her family to stay away from any members of the Clann, and Tristan
has been forbidden to speak to Savannah, they both feel an irresistible mutual attraction to each other.
In this delightful novel, Abigail Thomas takes readers back to the summer of 1960 and into the heart of a
young woman embarking on a marriage not exactly made in heaven.
The sport she loves is out of reach. The boy she loves wants someone else. What now? She expected to
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start Harkness College as a varsity ice hockey player. But a serious accident means that Corey Callahan will
start school in a wheelchair instead. Across the hall, in the other handicapped-accessible dorm room, lives
the too-delicious-to-be real Adam Hartley, another would-be hockey star with his leg broken in two places.
He’s way out of Corey’s league. Also, he’s taken. Nevertheless, an unlikely alliance blooms between Corey
and Hartley in the “gimp ghetto” of McHerrin Hall. Over tequila, perilously balanced dining hall trays, and
video games, the two cope with disappointments that nobody else understands. They’re just friends, of
course, until one night when things fall apart. Or fall together. All Corey knows is that she’s falling. Hard. But
will Hartley set aside his trophy girl to love someone as broken as Corey? If he won’t, she will need to find
the courage to make a life for herself at Harkness — one which does not revolve around the sport she can no
longer play, or the brown-eyed boy who’s afraid to love her back. . "I absolutely loved it, and I can't wait to
read the rest of her books." Colleen Hoover, bestselling author of Hopeless. "I bought - and read - this entire
series in a week. It is OMG-awesome-NA-at-its-finest." Tammara Webber, bestselling author of Easy.
"Sarina Bowen's Ivy Years is my favorite New Adult series of all-time!" Elle Kennedy, New York Times
bestselling author of The Deal "This page-turner will have readers eagerly awaiting Bowen's next book."
Publisher's Weekly __________________________________ Keywords: new adult, college, strong heroine, bad
boy, Ivy League, hockey, disability, sports romance, athletes, friends to lovers, slow burn romance, college
romance, Ivy Years, spinal cord injury, free romance, free ebook, first in series free, free series starter, love
triangle. Hockey romance, college hockey, hockey players, new adult, NA romance. For fans of: Sawyer
Bennett, Melanie Harlow, Corinne Michaels, Meghan March, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent, Elle Kennedy, Tijan,
CD Reiss, Kendall Ryan, Vi Keeland, Penelope Ward, Jana Aston, K Bromberg, Katy Evans, Jessica Hawkins,
Kristen Proby, Penny Reid, Helena Hunting, Sally Thorne, Kristen Ashley, Helen Hoang, Kylie Scott,
Christina Lauren, Jana Aston, Sawyer Bennett, Lexi Ryan, Karina Halle, Skye Warren, Kennedy Ryan, Jodi
Ellen Mapas, Zoe York, Kristan Higgins, Jill Shalvis, Colleen Hoover, Sara Ney, Toni Aleo, Cambria Herbert,
Tammara Webber, Colleen Hoover, Sabrina Bowen, The Chase, The Deal, Game On, Briar U, Off Campus,
The Hookup, Lexi Ryan, Jennifer Ryan, Dirty Reckless Love, Melissa Foster, Helen Hoang, The Goal, The
Score, The Mistake, Going Under, Falling Hard, Pucked, Ruin, Rule, Jami Davenport, Lorelei James.
What Every Woman Needs to Grow in Her Faith
THE DAISY
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Download Ebook My What Ticklish Feet You Have
An Eye-Opening Guide to the Wonder-Filled Months of Baby's First Year
Tickle
Argues that the healing powers of the body can be tapped by applying pressure to the feet, and discusses
the practice of reflexology
In 1915, Armenian Christians in Turkey were forced to convert to Islam, barred from speaking their
language, and often driven out of their homes as the Turkish army embarked on a widespread campaign of
intimidation and murder. In this riveting book, Margaret Ajemian Ahnert relates her mother Ester's
terrifying experiences as a young woman during this period of hatred and brutality. At age 15, Ester was
separated from her family during a forced march away from her birth town of Amasia. Though she faced
unspeakable horrors at the hands of many she met, and was forced into an abusive marriage against her
will, she never lost her faith, quick wit, or ability to see the good in people. Eventually she escaped
and emigrated to America. Ahnert's compelling account of her mother's suffering is framed by an intimate
portrait of her relationship with her 98-year-old mother. Ester's inspiring stories, told lovingly by
her daughter, will give you a window into the harrowing struggle of Armenians during a terrible period
in human history.
The Christian spectator. New ser. [of The Monthly Christian spectator].
The Best Foot Forward
Jake Undone
Outta Sbzzz Mind
The Club: Jax
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